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Windows XP is pre-installed on the Acer 8920, making this an equally rare deal
among notebooks. You'd be hard-pressed to find another midrange notebook with
that combination. Windows 7, Acer's latest and greatest operating system, will debut
on the Aspire 8920 when it ships sometime this quarter. Although it's still a build-to-
order and production-level model, if you order now you can get a Windows 7
installation media disc, right now. We're not usually keen on lending out a full suite
of multimedia software such as Adobe Premiere or After Effects, but the Asus laptops
that have Adobe Premiere have been a real game-changer for us, so we couldn't
resist offering up these Acer laptops to you. Asus provides an ASUS home theater
application that includes codecs and a DVD burning application that includes support
for most formats, meaning you'll be able to watch some of your favorite Blu-ray disc
movies in your Acer laptop. Asus also include a tool for creating and mastering DVDs.
Unfortunately, both of these suite of applications require a license on the PC.
Thankfully, Asus do provide a free trial version of the software, though you'll need a
small fee to use the full version. View our other reviews of Acer laptop products at
SlickDeals.net . All graphics and text are copyright 2007-2010 Laptop Media. All
rights reserved. Please request permission before posting comments or questions.
While some media PCs include small-touchscreen TVs that arent particularly capable,
the Acer Aspire 8920 has an option for a 20-inch HDTV that can be viewed via a
computer. If youre into older films you can even use the main screen as a standard
Blu-ray Disc player. For those who want something a bit more portable, the Acer
Aspire 8920 also provides a copy of Windows Mobile 6 Standard to complement the
Windows 7 beta (though you have to buy the Windows 7 beta).

Acer 8920G Drivers Cinedash Media Console

The CineDash is covered in touch-sensitive plastic, but the controls are too small and
too distant from the on-screen buttons to be useful. If you're an Android enthusiast,
the CineDash's specifications -- a resolution of 1366x768, a native pixel density of

185 pixels per inch (PPI), and a screen size of 12.1 inches -- are better than those of
the Aspire 8920G . The CineDash is a touch-panel desktop computer, not a PC like
the Aspire 8920G, and Acer claims that it has a useful range of applications and
utilities including Blu-ray compatibility, digital TV, photo printing, and a phone

connection. The CineDash also has an Ethernet port, a USB port, and a multimedia
jack. This sounds like a pretty handy little gadget that might make your life a little

easier, but we'll have to see what all it can do. Aspire 8920G is a powerful laptop that
can do almost anything. It has a large 6-cell battery, which should provide good

battery life, and a 1.8 GHz Intel Core i5-5200U processor. Acer's on-screen keyboard
and the touch-panel CineDash are housed in the usual keyboard tray and monitor
stand, and there's a DVD drive in the same location as the multimedia controls on

the bottom of the laptop. The keyboard is stylish but cramped and this model is not
big enough to support a touchscreen, so Acer provides a remote control with a built-
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in accelerometer to control the laptop's basic functions, but this is like the Control-Alt-
Delete to the CineDash. Acer continues to leverage the brand of its tablet family to
launch a new computer designed as a home entertainment hub. The Acer Aspire

8920G is equipped with a 10.1-inch LED-backlit display that supports a wide range of
inputs and outputs. As with other Acer Aspire models, the Aspire 8920G uses a

keyboard with blue backlighting as well as a TouchPad that can be used to move
around the desktop. 5ec8ef588b
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